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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I W The neural activity associated with 20- to 40-Hz oscillations 
in sensorimotor cortex of awake monkeys was investigated by 
recording action potentials of single and multiple units. At a given 
site, activity of many units became synchronized with local field 
potential ( LFP) oscillations. Cycle-triggered histograms (CTHs) 
of unit spikes aligned on cycles of LFP oscillations indicated that 
about two thirds of the recorded units (n = 268) were entrained 
with LFP oscillations. On average, units had the highest probability 
of spiking 2.7 ms before peak LFP negativity, corresponding to a 
-27.6” phase shift relative to the negative peak of the LFP. 

2. The average relative modulation amplitude (RMA), defined 
as the ratio of amplitude of oscillatory component of CTH and the 
baseline multiplied by 100, was 45 t 27% (mean ,t SR). The 
RMAs of single units did not differ significantly from those of 
multiple units. 

d. Phase shifts and RMAs did not vary systematically with the 
cortical depth of recorded units. 

4. Autocorrelation histograms ( ACHs) of entrained units exhib- 
ited clear 20- to 40-Hz periodicity if they were compiled with 
spikes that occurred during oscillatory episodes in LFPs. ACHs of 
spikes outside oscillatory episodes usually did not show periodicity. 
Global ACE-Is of all spikes typically showed weak or no evidence 
of periodic activity. 

5. Cross-correlation histograms (CCHs) between pairs of units 
compiled with all spikes, whether they occurred during or outside 
LFP oscillations, seldom revealed significant features ( 19 of 134 
pairs or 14% ). However, CCHs compiled with spikes that occurred 
during oscillatory episodes (OS-CCHs) had significant features in 
67 of 134 pairs recorded ipsilaterally; in these 67 cases, units at 
both sites showed modulation in CTHs. 

6. The latencies of the OS-CCH peaks (taking the medial unit 
as reference) were normally distributed about a mean of -0.5 t 
13 ms. Normalized peak height of CCHs (peak/baseline* 100) 
was, on average, 14.3 _t 11.2%. Peak latency and normalized peak 
amplitude did not change significantly with horizontal separation 
of recorded precentral pairs up to 14 mm. 

9. Units in the left and right hemispheres could become synchro- 
nized during oscillations. Significant features in OS-CCH were 
detected in 22 of 42 pairs of units recorded bilaterally. The average 
peak latency was 0.2 2 8.0 ms and the average normalized peak 
amplitude was 10 5 8%. These parameters did not differ signifi- 
cantly from those for ipsilateral OS-CCHs. 

8. Oscillations tended to affect both the temporal structure and 
net rate of unit firing. For each unit, the firing rate was clamped 
to a narrow range of frequencies during oscillatory episodes. The 
coefficient of variation (SD/mean) of firing rates was significantly 
reduced during oscillatory episodes compared with prior rates (P < 
0.001, paired t-test). However, the overall mean firing rate of each 
unit during all oscillatory episodes did not differ from its average 
rate immediately before the episodes. Thus oscillatory episodes 

tended to clamp mean firing rates to the cells’ average rates outside 
episodes. 

9. The strength of synchronization between units during oscilla- 
tory episodes was unrelated to their involvement in the task. For 
pairs of precentral units recorded ipsilaterally, the probability of 
occurrence of significant features in the OS-CCH was slightly 
larger when both units of the pair were task related (33 of 56 pairs 
or 59%) than when only one unit was task related (20 of 39 pairs 
or 5 1%) or neither unit was task related (7 of 16 or 44%). How- 
ever, these differences were not statistically significant. The magni- 
tude of the correlation peak and the latency to peak were also not 
significantly different for the three cases, 

10, These results suggest that units across wide regions can 
become transiently synchronized specifically during LFP oscilla- 
tions, even if their spikes are uncorrelated during nonoscillatory 
periods. Synchronization did not occur preferentially for coacti- 
vated, task-related neurons, suggesting that synchronous oscilla- 
tions may not play an obvious role in sensorimotor association or 
binding. However, they could reflect an attention- or arousal-re- 
lated mechanism that facilitates associations between larger popu- 
lations. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the companion paper (Murthy and Fetz 1996)) we 
documented the occurrence of episodic widespread syn- 
chrony in cortical neural activity as revealed by local field 
potentials (LFPs). Although LFPs represent a robust and 
convenient measure of activity in neural populations, the 
spike trains of neurons provide a more specific measure of 
the extent of synchronization of individual neurons, whose 
relation to behavior can be characterized. In this paper, we 
document the degree of synchronization of sensorimotor cor- 
tex neurons during LFP oscillations. 

The synchronization of units in the visual cortex during 
high-frequency oscillations has been amply demonstrated 
(for reviews see Engel et al. 1992; Gray 1994; Singer 1994). 
Multiunit activity recorded at sites separated by 57 mm in 
area 17 of cats can become synchronized in a stimulus- 
specific manner (E&horn et al. 1988; Gray and Singer 1989; 
Gray et al. 1989). In addition, oscillatory multiunit activity 
can become synchronized between different visual areas ip- 
silaterally (Engel et al. 1991b) and between homologous 
areas bilaterally (Engel et al. 199 1 a). Nonperiodic synchro- 
nization has also been documented by central peaks in the 
cross correlogram in visual cortex units (Kruger and Aiple 
1988; Nelson et al. 1992; Nowak et al. 1995; Toyama et al. 
198 1; Ts’o et al. 1986) and lateral geniculate relay cells 
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(Sillito et al. 1995) as well as in the frontal cortex (Vaadia 
et al. 1995 ) and motor cortex (Allum et al. 1982; Fetz et 
al. 1991; Kwan et al. 1987; Murphy et al. 1985; Smith 1989; 
Smith and Fetz 1989). Nonperiodic synchrony tends to de- 
crease with increasing separation of recording sites and has 
been attributed to common synaptic input. Oscillatory activ- 
ity may serve to propagate synchrony beyond the range of 
direct connections (Konig et al. 1995). 

In a previous report (Murthy and Fetz 1992) we provided 
preliminary evidence for synchronization of units with LFP 
oscillations, as revealed by cycle-triggered averages. In the 
present study we document the features of cycle-triggered 
histograms (CTHs) and the cross-correlation histograms 
( CCHs) between neurons recorded at different sites to quan- 
tify the occurrence and strength of synchronized activity. 
CCHs compiled during periods of LFP oscillations were 
compared with those compiled outside oscillatory episodes. 
CCHs were also compiled for units recorded bilaterally in 
left and right motor cortex when the monkey performed 
bimanual manipulatory movements. 

It has been hypothesized that the oscillations in sensorimo- 
tor cortex could facilitate associations between cells in- 
volved in the same task (Murthy and Fetz 1992). This “as- 
sociation’ ’ hypothesis is the sensorimotor analogue of the 
binding hypothesis in the visual system (Singer 1994) ; it 
predicts that synchronization would tend to occur preferen- 
tially when neurons become functionally related, as for in- 
stance during a sensorimotor task involving coordinated acti- 
vation. To test this hypothesis, we compared CCHs of unit 
pairs in which both units were task modulated with those in 
which one or neither of the units was task modulated. An- 
other aspect of this hypothesis is the suggestion that synchro- 
nization could operate as a temporal code to transiently bind 
a behaviorally related population of neurons that individually 
continue to code specific response features in their firing 
rates. Such a synchrony code for representation of gestalt 
events could operate orthogonally to the rate code, in which 
case the cells’ average firing rates should not change during 
oscillations. To determine whether oscillatory episodes al- 
tered the temporal structure of spikes without affecting the 
ongoing average firing rate, we compared mean firing rates 
just before and during oscillations. 

METHODS 

Animal training, surgical procedures, and general recording tech- 
niques are described in the companion paper (Murthy and Fetz 
1996). Using pairs of glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes ( l- 
2 MO impedance), we recorded from the sensorimotor cortices of 
three monkeys (2 Macaca mulatta and 1 Macaca nemestrina) 
while they made reaching movements to retrieve food pieces of- 
fered at the side of their heads or from the slots of a Kliiver board 
facing them. The signal from each electrode was filtered at two 
band-pass settings to record LFPs ( lo- 100 Hz) and unit activity 
(0.3 -3 kHz) . Single units or multiunit activity consisting of a few 
neurons were isolated on each electrode by means of time-ampli- 
tude window discriminators (Bak Electronics). Single units were 
identified by their reproducible waveforms and the presence of 
a refractory period in their autocorrelation histograms (ACHs). 
Multiunits were also isolated by the use of time-amplitude window 
discriminators (and were not merely derived from threshold cross- 

ings) ; thus multiunits included several biphasic waveforms. Action 
potentials and LFPs were recorded as analog signals on frequency- 
modulated tape (XR-7000, TEAC; bandwidth DC 2.5 kHz) for 
off-line analysis. 

Units were tested for their relation to the task and their responses 
to passive manipulations. The relation between firing rate and wrist 
movements in a trained flexion-extension task was determined for 
some neurons. In most cases, the arm and hand contralateral to the 
recording site were passively manipulated to determine whether 
the firing rates of recorded units were modulated by proprioceptive 
or cutaneous stimulation. Changes in firing rate during active 
movements were also noted. If the firing rates were modulated 
during reaching and manipulatory movements, the units were clas- 
sified as task related. The cortical location of the recording site 
was also determined in relation to the microstimulation map of the 
sensorimotor cortex for each monkey. Biphasic current pulses (5- 
50 mA, 0.2-ms pulse duration, 10 pulses at 300 Hz) were applied 
through microlectrodes at different depths of the cortex to evoke 
movements. Recording sites were characterized by the movement 
( g “wrist extension,” “digit 2 flexion,” etc.) that was evoked 
ar*n&imal stimulation ( <25 mA, usually 5- 10 mA) . 

Data analysis 

The LFP and unit data recorded on frequency-modulated tape 
were analyzed off-line. ACHs, CCHs, CTHs, and spike-triggered 
averages (STAs) were calculated with custom-written software for 
a PDP-11/73 computer. 
CTHS. To document modulations in unit activity associated with 
oscillatory LFPs, we calculated CTHs of units aligned on the cycles 
of LFP oscillations. LFP signals were low-pass filtered through an 
audio equalizer (Radio Shack, O-63 Hz) and passed through a 
time-amplitude window discriminator (Bak Electronics) to gener- 
ate trigger pulses. The threshold and window were adjusted so that 
triggers were generated when the LFP signal had an oscillatory 
cycle with a period between 20 and 60 ms ( 17-50 Hz). These 
narrow window settings rarely generated a trigger pulse from tran- 
sients or artifacts in LFP. Moreover, a software criterion was set 
to reject CTA trigger pulses unless three or more appropriately 
timed pulses occurred together. Using the accepted pulses as refer- 
ence, we compiled histograms of unit spikes at 0.5- or I-ms bin 
resolution for 125-ms periods preceding and following the refer- 
ence trigger, and averages of unfiltered LFPs. The CTH provided 
an estimate of the probability of occurrence of spikes at different 
phases of LFP oscillations. As noted previously (Murthy and Fetz 
1996)) the error in estimating the phase of the cycle triggers was 
<2.4 ms. However, the uncertainty in the latency of CTH features 
measured relative to the average LFP peaks would be less, because 
of the mean limit theorem. 
CTH FEATURES. To quantify the degree to which the unit was 
modulated with LFP oscillations, we fit histograms with a Gabor 
function (damped sinusoid) of the form 

&f) = ae-wc)12 cos [d(t - e)] +f (1) 

using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press et al. 1990). In 
this equation, g(t) is the Gabor estimate of the count in time bin 
t in the histogram, and a-fare parameters estimated from the data. 
Goodness of fit was assessed with the x2 measure. Gabor functions 
could describe nonoscillatory as well as oscillatory features (that 
is, histograms with only single clear peaks or with multiple peaks). 
Single peaks resulted in Gabor function fits that had a large damp- 
ing factor and the resulting best fit function resembled a Gaussian. 
The best fit Gabor functions provided several useful measures: I) 
relative modulation amplitude (RMA), defined as the amplitude 
of modulation divided by the offset multiplied by 100 (al-f * 100) 
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FIG. 1. Method of identifying spikes that occurred dur- 
ing oscillations. Local field potential (LFP) signal was 
passed through a window discriminator to generate cycle 
pulses. Three or more such pulses occurring together with 
inter-trigger interval of <50 ms were defined as an oscilla- 
tory episode. All unit spikes that occurred in the interval 
from 50 ms before to 50 ms after the episode were desig- 
nated as spikes “inside” oscillations; others were desig- 
nated outside oscillations. 
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oscillations 
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oscill .ations 
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and 2) the time difference between the peak and the closest LFP 
negativity; and, when histograms had multiple peaks, 3) frequency 
of oscillation (d/2n) and 4) decay constant of Gabor function 
divided by the period of oscillation (d/2rb), which measured the 
degree of periodic oscillations in the histograms. 

CROSS-CORRELATIONS. The CCHs were calculated with a bin- 
width of 0.5 or 1 ms, for 125ms periods before and after the 
reference spikes from one of the electrodes. To determine the corre- 
lation between units specifically during the oscillatory episodes, 
we compiled “oscillation-selected CCHs” ( OS-CCHs) using only 
spikes that occurred during LFP oscillations (Fig. 1). If at least 
three cycle pulses occurred with an interpulse interval of ~50 ms, 
the first and last trigger defined the onset and offset of an oscillatory 
episode. Unit spikes that occurred within a Eeriod from 50 ms 
before the onset to 50 ms after the offset were considered to be 
spikes “during” the oscillatory episode. Spikes that failed to sat- 
isfy this criterion were considered to be spikes “outside” oscilla- 
tions. Note that the selected spikes could have occurred at any 
phase of the LFP oscillations. STAs of LFPs recorded from both 
electrodes and ACHs of the reference units were also compiled 
simultaneously with CCHs. 

CCH FEATURES. The presence of significant features in the corre- 
logram was initially judged by visual inspection. The statistical 
significance of correlogram features was determined by comparing 
the counts in the feature (usually a peak) with the counts in the 
baseline. To characterize both single and multiple correlogram 
peaks by a common method, we used Gabor functions for all 
CCHs. From the best fit Gabor function for each correlogram, we 
estimated four parameters: I) location of the peak with respect to 
the origin of CCH, 2) RMA, 3) area under the peak divided by 
the area of baseline under the peak, expressed as mean percent 
increase (MPI) (Cope et al. 1987)) and 4) frequency of oscillations 
when there were multiple peaks. As a control, we sometimes com- 
piled a modified version of the standard shift predictor (Perkel et 
al. 1967). The target spike train was shifted by an arbitrary time 
period (usually 1 s) greater than the average duration of oscillatory 
episodes and a CCH was compiled between the shifted spikes and 
the unshifted reference spikes. None of the shifted correlations 
exhibited significant features. 

FIRING FREQUENCIES DURING AND OUTSIDE OSCILLATIONS. On- 
sets and offsets of oscillations (as defined above) were used to 
calculate the average frequency of each unit during individual os- 
cillatory episodes. First the average of interspike intervals fully 
contained within the episode, and of the interpolated 50-ms inter- 
vals when they straddled the onset and offset of oscillatory epi- 
sodes, was calculated. Then the average interspike intervals were 
converted to frequencies. The average frequency in a standard 
period of 100 or 200 ms before the defined onset of each oscillatory 

episode was calculated in a similar manner, as was the average 
frequency following the oscillatory episode. 

RESULTS 

We recorded 134 pairs of units unilaterally (84, 4 1, and 
9 pairs from monkeys I-3, respectively) and 42 pairs bilater- 
ally (all from monkey 1). The large sample from monkey I, 
which exhibited particularly robust oscillations, also allowed 
us to compare synchronization between different cortical 
areas of the same monkey. The recorded pairs were often 
selected on the basis of their modulation in CTHs calculated 
on-line. CTHs, ACHs, and CCHs were then compiled off- 
line for the recorded pairs. 

ACHs 

In sensorimotor cortex, ACHs of spike activity compiled 
for recording periods of 2-30 min rarely revealed clear peri- 
odicity, even if robust oscillations occurred in the LFPs re- 
corded simultaneously and when CTAs showed modulated 
unit activity (Fig. 2A). There are two possible explanations. 
First, cycle frequency of the oscillations could vary substan- 
tially over the recording period, which would smooth out 
the secondary ACH peaks. Second, in the awake, behaving 
monkey, oscillatory periods comprised only a small fraction 
of the total recording period (usually < 10%) (Murthy and 
Fetz 1996) and long periods of nonoscillatory activity tended 
to dilute any periodicity in the ACH. However, gated ACHs 
compiled specifically for spikes that occurred during LFP 
oscillations did exhibit periodicity (Fig. 2B). In contrast, 
ACHs of unit spikes outside LFP oscillations showed no 
periodicity (Fig. 2C). STAs of LFPs indicated that the spikes 
tended to occur during the negativity of LFPs (Fig. 2E). 
Calculating STAs for long recording periods that included 
both oscillatory and nonoscillatory activity also diluted oscil- 
latory features. Because we were interested primarily in the 
relation between units and LFPs specifically during oscilla- 
tory episodes, we used CTHs extensively to quantify associ- 
ated modulations in unit activity. 

CTHs 

A typical CTH of two units recorded simultaneously at 
sites in the hand and arm area of the motor cortex is shown 
in Fig. 3. Such histograms exhibited periodic peaks near the 
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FIG. 2. Autocorrelation histograms ( ACHs) of a single precentral unit. 
A : ACH compiIed with all spikes showed negligible periodicity. B: ACH 
of the same unit compiled with spikes selected during oscillations showed 
periodicity around 30 Hz. C: ACH compiled with spikes outside oscilla- 
tions. D : Fourier transforms ( FFT) of the ACHs. E: spike-triggered aver- 
ages (STAs) of LFPs from triggers selected during and outside oscillations 
and for all triggers. Averages in E are displayed with offsets for clarity. 
Calibration in A also applies for B and C, 

negative phase of the LFPs. The best fit Gabor functions are 
also shown for each histogram. The largest peaks in the 
histograms sometimes occurred one cycle ahead of the 
largest peak in the corresponding LFP, indicating that the 
units were more strongly synchronized with LFP cycles in 
the early part of an oscillatory episode than later in an epi- 
sode. This could also be seen in single traces. Of the 268 
units examined, 202 (75%) had significant features in CTHs. 
Parameters of CTHs for precentral and postcentral sites and 
for well-isolated single units and multiunits from the three 
monkeys ( 168, 82, and 18 unit-LFP pairs from monkeys I - 
3, respectively) did not differ significantly, and therefore 
were pooled for analysis. 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION. The distribution of frequencies 
of LFP and unit oscillations determined from the CTHs is 
shown in Fig. 4. Units were classified as oscillatory on the 
basis of the Gabor fit, if the ratio of the decay constant to 
the period of oscillations (d/27&) was >0.8. By this crite- 
rion, only 176 of 268 units (66%) were classified as oscilla- 
tory. The mean frequency of LFP oscillations (27.9 t 2.0 
Hz, mean t SD) was slightly lower than the mean frequency 
for unit modulation (28.9 t 2.8 Hz) (P < 0.001). The 
oscillatory frequency obtained from CTHs does not necessar- 
ily reflect the overall firing frequency of the unit, because a 

variable number of spikes could occur per cycle. Rather it 
represents the frequency of periodic unit modulation with 
LFPs during oscillatory episodes. The frequency of LFPs 
and units obtained from CTHs for 176 recordings is shown 
in Fig. 4C, along with the least-squares regression line. Pair- 
wise correlation of LFP frequency and unit frequency indi- 
cated a strong correlation between the two (Y* = 0.46, P < 
0.0001, F test). LFP frequency was, on average, lower than 
the corresponding unit frequency (P < 0.001; paired t-test). 
PHASE SHIFT. For each CTH, we calculated the difference 
in the time of peak firing probability in the unit histogram 
and the nearest negativity of LFP (referred to as the “time 
shift” ) l Time shifts were taken to be negative when unit 
firing preceded LFP negativity. The distribution of time 
shifts for 202 recording sites is shown in Fig. 5A. No system- 
atic differences were seen across tasks (F-Ex, Kliiver, and 
Side), so data from recordings during different tasks were 
combined. The mean time shift was -2.72 t 7.29 ms (n = 
202). Because different units could have different frequen- 
cies of oscillations, we also calculated the phase shifts using 
the frequency of LFP oscillations obtained from CTHs (Fig. 
SB). The mean phase shift was -27.6 t 69.5’. Thus, on 
average, units fired with the highest probability just before 
the negative peak of the LFPs. 
RMA. The extent to which the unit histograms were modu- 
lated with LFP oscillations was quantified as follows. The 
amplitude of the modulation factor in the Gabor function (a 
in Q. 1) divided by the baseline offset (f in Eq. I ) 
multiplied by 100 provided a measure of the RMA. Parame- 
ter a was considered to be significant if it was >2 SD of 
the baseline noise as estimated from the flat portion of CTH 
( > 100 ms from the center). Units that were strongly modu- 
lated with the LFP oscillations would have a large RMA 
value. The distribution of the RMA values for data from 202 
sites is shown in Fig. 6. There were no systematic differences 
between data from the three monkeys in the various tasks, 
so the data were pooled. The overall mean value of RMA 
was 44.6 t 27.3% (n = 202), and values for single and 
multiunit activity were not statistically different (44.9 ? 
26.5% vs. 43.9 t 28.1%). Units with phase shifts between 
-90 and 90’ were more numerous and had a greater RMA 
than those outside this range (Fig. 7). The mean RMA for 
precentral units (44.6 t 26.8%) was not different from that 
for postcentral units (45.1 2 37.4%). 

To determine whether the variance in RMA and other 
CTH parameters reflected variability owing to nonstationar- 
ity at individual sites, we computed these parameters for 
different epochs of data recorded at a given site. In 18 cases 
analyzed this way, the variance at individual sites was < 10% 
of the overall variance across sites. Therefore nonstationarity 
was probably not the primary cause of variation in the CTH 
parameters reported. 
CORTICAL DEPTH. In the companion paper we show that the 
phase of LFP oscillations changed with depth in the superfi- 
cial layers of the cortex, reversing from the surface to 
- 1,000 pm (Murthy and Fetz 1996). We wanted to deter- 
mine whether the units recorded at different depths in the 
cortex had different phase shifts when referenced to LFP 
oscillations recorded by the same electrode. If units at all 
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FIG. 3. CTA for activity at 2 precentral sites. Cycles of oscillations from LFP-2 were used as reference to compile 
averages of LFP-1 and LFF-2. and histograms of sic& units I and 2. Gabor function fits for the histograms are shown 
supeimposed. Recording sites are indicated at right. - 

depths were synchronized with each other, with minimal 
time shifts, they would be expected to have systematically 
different phase relations with LFPs recorded at different 
depths. As shown in Fig. 8, there was no significant change 
in phase shift of units relative to LFP as a function of cortical 
depth. 

Changes in jiring rates during oscillations 

It has been suggested that synchronous oscillations could 
provide a mechanism for coding the binding of functionally 
related cells that could operate independently of rate coding 
(Engel et al. 1992; Singer 1994). In this context, it would 
be interesting to determine whether the occurrence of oscilla- 
tions affects the average firing rates of neurons (clearly, the 
instantaneous firing rates will be altered by the temporal 
entrainment with oscillations). Therefore we averaged the 
firing rates during each oscillatory episode and compared 
this with the mean firing rate just before the episode. In Fig. 
9 is plotted a typical example of the average frequencies 
before and during oscillatory episodes for a precentral cortex 
unit that was well synchronized with LFP oscillations (RMA 
value of 36% in the CTH) . The unit exhibited a wide range 
of frequencies in the times just preceding oscillatory epi- 
sodes, but a more restricted range of firing rates during the 
oscillations. The SD of the values was reduced by 100% 
during oscillations. Interestingly, the overall mean rate dur- 
ing all oscillatory episodes (53.3 + 26.4 Hz) was similar to 
the mean rate before oscillation (57.0 + 13.2 Hz). 

Thirty-one single units from precentral cortex were se- 
lected for detailed analysis on the basis of clear isolation of 
spike waveforms for long recording periods. Multiunits were 
not analyzed because different component units could 

change in opposite directions, leading to an unknown degree 
of cancellation in the average. (Nevertheless, results from 
many multiunit records were similar. to those from single 
units.) For each unit, overall average firing rate was the same 
both before and during oscillation (Fig. 10). This relation 
held for all the units, which exhibited a IO-fold range of 
rates. The coefficient of variation (SD/mean) during oscilla- 
tory episodes was significantly lower than the corresponding 
coefficient of variation before oscillations (P < 0.001, paired 
t-test). A comparison of the pre- and postoscillatory activity 
revealed no significant difference in average rates or in vari- 
ance (Fig. 10). 

CCHs 

For a given pair of units, comprehensive CCHs compiled 
for the entire recording period usually exhibited no signifi- 
cant features; only 19 of 134 pairs ( 14%) had such features. 
However, when spikes were selected preferentially during 
oscillatory episodes, features often became evident in the 
CCHs (67 of 134 or 50%). Conversely, CCHs compiled 
with spikes outside oscillatory episodes usually exhibited no 
significant features; only 13 of 134 pairs (9%) had signifi- 
cant features. An example of CCHs compiled with reference 
spikes within oscillatory episodes and outside oscillations 
for the same pair of single units is shown in Fig. 11. The 
absence of features in the comprehensive correlograms is 
perhaps not surprising, because previous studies found that 
the probability of finding cross-correlation features is negli- 
gible beyond a horizontal separation of 1 mm (Kwan et al. 
1987; Smith 1989). In our recordings, only 12% of the pairs 
had a horizontal separation of <l mm and none showed 
CCH features indicative of direct synaptic interactions. 
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FIG, 4. Distribution of oscillation frequencies for LFP and units esti- 
mated from cycle-triggered histograms ( CTHs ) . A : frequencies for LFPs 
were obtained directly from the averages as the inverse of the period. B: unit 
frequencies were obtained from Gabor function fits. Units were accepted as 
oscillatory only if the ratio of the decay constant to the cycle period was 
>0.8, resulting in fewer units in the final distribution (n = 176) compared 
with LFPs (n = 202). The mean oscillatory frequency of units was signifi- 
cantly greater than that for LFPs (P < 0.001) . 6: LFP frequency and the 
corresponding unit frequency were strongly correlated ( r2 = 0.46, P < 
o.ooo1, F test). 

A peak in the OS-CCH was determined initially by visual 
inspection. The statistical significance of the peak was as- 
sessed by comparing the average counts in the peak with 
the counts in a comparable length of baseline period. We 
determined the significance using the raw counts rather than 
any function obtained by curve fitting to minimize model 
dependencies of statistical tests. Best fit Gabor functions 
were then obtained for OS-CCHs with significant peaks (sin- 
gle or multiple). OS-CCH parameters such as latency to 
peak and magnitude of correlation were obtained from the 
Gabor functions. The parameters of single- and multiunit 
correlations were not statistically different, and therefore 
were grouped together. 
PEAK LATENCY The principal peak in the OS-CCH was 
usually located close to the origin. For a given pair of units, 
the peak latency from the origin could be negative or posi- 
tive, depending on which unit was chosen as reference. Be- 
cause this choice was arbitrary, all latencies could be con- 
verted to positive values; the mean value of the absolute 
peak latency was 8.7 2 9.6 ms (n = 67). However, when 
units recorded at the more medial site were taken as the 
reference for each ipsilateral pair, a more symmetrical distri- 
bution of peak latency of the OS-CCH emerged (Fig. 12A). 
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FIG. 5. Distribution of time shifts and the corresponding phase shifts of 
unit modulation relative to LFP. Time shifts, calculated as shown in the 
inset, were converted to phase shifts with the use of the frequency of LFP 
oscillations. 
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FIG. 6. Distribution of relative modulation amplitude (RMA) for single 

units (open bars) and multiunits (solid bars). Mean values for single and 
multiple units were not significantly different from each other. Data from 
different monkeys during different behaviors were pooled because no sys- 
tematic differences were found. 
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FIG. 9. Effect of oscillations on firing rates of a single precentral cortex 
unit. Firing rates during oscillatory episodes ( Fdur) and in a 1 00-ms period 
before the episode ( Fbef ) were calculated for multiple episodes. Scatter-plots 
of Fdur vs. Fbf indicate that the firing rate had significantly less variance 
during oscillations than in the period preceding them. However, the overall 
average frequency in both periods was not significantly different (53.3 + 
26.4 vs. 57.0 _+ 13.2 Hz; indicated on the respective axes). The unit was 
significantly modulated with LFP oscillations (RMA = 36% ) . 
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FIG. 7. RMA vs. phase shift. Most of the points were clustered between 
-90” and 0” phase shift. RMAs corresponding to low phase shifts were 
larger. Averages for 20” bins (hnttnm) confirm this general trend. Error 
bars: mean + SE. The mean peak latency of the lateral relative to the medial 

unit was -0.52 t 12.96 ms (n = 67), which was not sig- 
nificantly different from zero. This suggests that, on average, 
units could become synchronized with each other with negli- 
gible delays. 
CCH MAGNITUDE. Several measures of the magnitude of corre- 
logram peaks have been used previously. These include the k 
statistic (Kirkwood and Sears 1982), synaptic efficacy and 
contribution ( Abeles 1982; Aertsen et al. 1989), correlation 
strength (Mastronarde 1983), and normalized area (Smith 
1989). In this study, we used normalized peak amplitude and 
MPI (Cope et al. 1987) as noted in the METHODS section. 

The distributions of normalized peak magnitudes for OS- 
CCHs from all three monkeys are shown in Fig. 12B. The 
mean value of peak amplitude as a percentage of baseline 
was 14.3 t 11.2%, n = 67 (single-single: 14.9 t 9.1%, n = 
20; multi-multi: 12.6 _ . + 9 9% n = 37; single-multi: 19.2 t 
17.8%, n = 10). There were no statistically significant dif- 
ferences between the means of the three distributions. The 
distributions of MPI for OS-CCHs are shown in Fig. 12C. 
MPI had an average value of 8.3 t 6.3% ( n = 67 ) . 
ELECTRODE SEPARATION AND CCH PARAMETERS. In the mo- 
tor cortex the probability of finding cross-correlation features 
decreases with increasing horizontal separation of the re- 
corded neurons (Kwan et al. 1987; Smith 1989). In these 
cases the correlogram features were usually nonperiodic and 
were attributed to direct synaptic interactions (monosynaptic 
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FIG. 8. Relation between phase shift of units and cortical depth. For 
each unit, the phase shift with respect to LFP recorded at the same site was 
calculated from CTHs. Phase shift was independent of the cortical depth 
at which the neuron was recorded. By convention, negative phase shifts 
were related to peaks in unit histograms preceding negative LFP peaks. 
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FIG. 10. Changes in firing rate associated with oscillations. Average firing rates before, during, and after all oscillatory 
episodes were calculated as described in METHODS and in Fig. 15. LejI: plot of mean firing rate during ( Fdur ) and after ( Faf, ) 
all oscillatory episodes against firing rate before oscillations ( Fbef ) for 31 single precentral units; overall average rates were 
the same before, during, and after oscillatory episodes. Solid line has a slope of 1. Right: for the same data, the coefficient 
of variation of firing rates during oscillatory episodes ( CVdur) was significantly smaller (P < 0.001, paired t-test) than that 
before oscillations (CV,, ). The coefficient of variation after oscillatory episodes (CV& did not differ significantly from 
the values before. Regression lines for the 2 variables are shown as solid and dashed lines; unity gain line is a solid line. 
Coefficient of variation tended to be inversely related to firing rate (not shown). 

serial connections or common synaptic inputs). In the pres- 
ent study, correlations most likely reflect a general synchro- 
nous activation of large groups of neurons. Figure I3 shows 
the probability of finding significant features in the OS-CCH 
as a function of distance between the recorded pairs. No 
clear trend in probability was seen as the electrode separation 
increased. The probability of finding a correlation feature 
was lower for precentral-postcentral pairs (9 of 23 or 39%) 
than for precentral-precentral pairs (60 of 111 or 54%) ; no 
postcentral-postcentral pairs were recorded. These probabili- 
ties were likely to have been biased by the preferential selec- 
tion of units that showed modulation in CTH. For pairs 
that had significant correlation features, peak latency and 
normalized peak height did not vary with electrode separa- 
tion (Fig. 14). 

Am- 1 

IS THE PRESENCE OF FEATURES IN THE OS-CCH PREDICTED 
FROM CTHs? For pairs of units, we determined whether 
the presence of modulation in the CTHs could predict 
the presence of a significant feature in the OS-CCH. That 
is, if both units were modulated with LFP oscillations, 
are they likely to also exhibit a feature in OS-CCH? Of 
82 pairs of ipsilaterally recorded units for which units at 
both sites had CTH modulation, 46 (56%) had significant 
features in OS-CCHs. In comparison, when only one or 
neither site showed CTH modulation, 15 of 38 pairs 
(40%) and 6 of 14 pairs (43%), respectively, had fea- 
tures in OS-CCHs. Although these two latter proportions 
were smaller than the first, the differences were not sta- 
tistically significant (P > 0.1) when tested with a 2 X 
2 contingency table. 

During Oscillations Outside Oscillations 
FIG. 11. ACHs and cross-correlation 

histograms (CCHs) of units recorded si- 
multaneously from the hand area of the mo- 
tor cortex. ACH compiled during LFP os- 
cillations (Auto- 1, lefi) showed clear oscil- 
lations, whereas that compiled outside 
oscillations (right) did not. CCHs with unit 
I as reference (CCH 1 + 2) had multiple 
peaks only during oscillations (Zeft), indi- 
cating that synchronization was confined to 
periods of LFP oscillations. Monkey was 
retrieving raisins from the experimenter’s 
hand at the side of its head. 

0 
Delay (ms) 

0 
Delay (ms) 
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FIG. 12. Parameters of oscillation-selected CCHs (OS-CCHs) obtained from the Gabor function fit for each OS-CCH, 
with the use of the medial unit as reference. The distributions of latency of cross-correlation peak (A), relative amplitude 
(B), and mean % increase (MPI) (C) were obtained for pairs of single units (open bars), for paired multiunit recordings 
(black bars), and for single-multiunit pairs (hatched bars). The parameters for single, multiunit, and combined pairs were 
not statistically different. 

Bilateral recordings 

LFP oscillations in the precentral areas of the two hemi- 
spheres could become synchronized when the monkey made 
bimanual manipulatory movements. To determine whether 

units also became synchronized during these movements, 
we recorded simultaneous LFPs and units bilaterally. Re- 
cordings were made at homologous sites in the arm and 
hand area of the motor cortex primarily during bimanual 
movements that involved coactivation of units at both sites. 
During unimanual movements, the cells contralateral to the 
inactive limb provided too few action potentials to calculate 
meaningful correlograms. 

pre -> pre 10 
Electrode Separation (mm) 

pre -> post 

N: 67 

FIG. 13. Number of pairs that had a significant feature in the OS-CCH 
(solid bars), pairs that did not have a significant feature (open bars), and 
the probability of observing an OS-CCH feature (squares joined by solid 
line), as a function of horizontal separation. Solid line: distribution for 
recordings in which both electrodes were in precentral cortex (pre -+ pre) . 
The average probability for 23 pairs in which 1 electrode was in precentral 
cortex and 1 in postcentral cortex (pre -+ post) is shown at right. 

Forty-two pairs of bilateral single- and multiunit re- 
cordings were made in monkey 1. CTH parameters were 
similar in the two hemispheres. Of these 42 pairs, 22 (52%) 
had significant features in the OS-CCHs. A set of CCHs 
constructed for single units recorded bilaterally is shown in 
Fig. 15. As with the ipsilateral pairs, features were evident 
only when CCHs were constructed with spikes selected dur- 
ing oscillations (OS-CCHs). 

PEAK LATENCY. The principal peak in the bilateral OS-CCH 
was usually located close to the origin (as for the ipsilateral 
pairs). Latencies were measured from OS-CCHs with the 
left hemisphere spikes as reference. The distribution of peak 
latencies (Fig. 16A) had a mean of 0.18 t 8.03 ms (n = 
22), indicating that neurons in the two hemispheres could 
become synchronized with near-zero delay. The mean la- 
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tency was not significantly different from zero (P > 0.1) 
or from the value for ipsilateral recordings. The mean of the 
absolute values of peak latency was 5.9 t 5.3 ms (n = 22), 
which also did not differ significantly from the correspond- 
ing value for ipsilateral pairs (P > 0.1). 
CORRELOGRAM MAGNITUDE. The distributions of statisti- 
cally significant normalized peak magnitudes and MPI for 
bilateral OS-CCHs are shown in Fig. 16, B and C. The mean 
value of normalized peak amplitude was 9.9 ,t 7.6% (n = 
22) and the MPI was 6.4 t 5.1% (n = 22). Neither of 
these was significantly different from values for unilateral 
recordings (P > 0.08). 
ARE OS-CCH FEATURES PREDICTABLE FROM CTHS? 'We de- 
termined whether the presence of modulation in the CTHs 
could predict the presence of a significant feature in the 
bilateral OS-CCH. Unlike ipsilateral pairs, units at bilateral 
sites were more likely (P < 0.05, x * test, contingency table) 
to become synchronized during oscillations if both units 
were modulated in the CTH (21 of 35 or 60%) than if units 
at only one site were modulated ( 1 of 8 or 13%). 

Task modulation and synchronization 
Oscillations have been suggested to play a role in binding 

or associating neurons involved in global perceptual gestalts 

(Engel et al. 1992; Singer 1994). We tested the possible 
motor correlate of such association by determining whether 
parameters of CCH between pairs of neurons had any rela- 
tion to the degree of their task modulation. Because re- 
cordings were made predominantly during unconstrained 
free movements, the task relation of units was determined 
qualitatively on the basis of the modulation of firing rates 
during reaching movements. Responses to somatosensory 
stimulation were also determined for some neurons. Neurons 
that were classified as task related exhibited modulations in 
firing rate when the monkey reached for raisins in the Khiver 
board and/or when contralateral digits or hand were pas- 
sively manipulated. 

The associational hypothesis would predict that a pair of 
units that are both activated during coordinated reaching 
would be more likely to become synchronized. If only one 
or neither member of the unit pair was task modulated, their 
synchronization should be weaker or negligible. 

Precentral pairs in which both units were task modulated 
were slightly more likely to have a feature in their OS-CCH 
than pairs with only one task-modulated unit (59 vs. 51%, 
Table 1). However, a x * test indicated that the two propor- 
tions were not statistically different (P > 0.2). The probabil- 
ity of synchronization for two non-task-related precentral 
pairs was slightly smaller (44%, P > 0.1) than the probabil- 
ity for pairs in which one or both sites were task related. 
There were fewer pairs with one precentral and one postcen- 
tral unit. For these, the synchronization probability for pairs 
with both sites task related appeared to be smaller than that 
for pairs with one site task related (33 vs. 60%)) but the ))c2 
test indicated that the significance level was low (P > 0.2)) 
presumably because of the low number of samples. Peak 
latencies and normalized peak amplitudes in the CCHs were 
not significantly different for pairs with both sites task re- 
lated versus pairs with one or neither site task related (P > 
0.15) (Table 1). 

Units were also characterized by the nearest joint (digits, 
wrist, elbow, and shoulder) whose manipulation evoked re- 
sponses. For instance, a neuron with a receptive field in the 
palm and a response to wrist flexion was classified as a 
“wrist unit.” The probability of synchronization for pairs 
of units mapped to the same or adjacent joint (digit-digit, 
digit-wrist, wrist-wrist, wrist-elbow, etc.) was no different 
from that for pairs mapped to different joints (digit-elbow, 
digit-shoulder, wrist-shoulder). This result is consistent with 
the finding that correlation parameters did not change sig- 
nificantly with separation of electrodes and the known topo- 
graphic organization of motor cortex. 

In bilateral recordings, task-related units were preferen- 
tially selected, which precluded analysis similar to that for 
unilateral pairs. Nevertheless, the percentage of bilateral unit 
pairs that were synchronized during oscillations (52%, Table 
1) was similar to the value for the unilateral pairs. Peak 
latency and normalized peak were not different from corre- 
sponding values for unilateral pairs (P > 0.1 ). 

DISCUSSION 
Relation between LFP oscillations and unit activity 

LFP oscillations in sensorimotor cortex of awake pri- 
mates have been shown to occur in relation to exploratory 
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and trained motor behavior (Gaal et al. 1992; Murthy and 
Fetz 1992; Sanes and Donoghue 1993). Activity of many 
neurons becomes synchronized with LFP oscillations 
(Gail et al. 1992; Murthy and Fetz 1992). In the present 
study, we found that 66% of the units in the vicinity of 
the recording site became entrained with LFP oscillations. 
Furthermore, there was significant variability in the extent 
to which units could become oscillatory and in their phase 
relation to LFP oscillations. Cross-correlation analysis in- 
dicated that units could become synchronized with each 
other more frequently and more strongly during periods 
of LFP oscillations. 

A significant finding was the lack of strong periodicity in 
the ACHs of units when all spikes (including oscillatory and 
nonoscillatory periods) were taken into account. Lack of peri- 
odic&y in single-unit ACHs has been used to argue against the 
prevalence of oscillations in the visual cortex (Tovee and Rolls 
1992; Young et al. 1992). We found that units that were 
strongly synchronized with LFP oscillations could nevertheless 
exhibit no apparent periodic@ in their global ACHs. However, 
ACHs of spikes selected during oscillatory episodes often did 
show clear periodic@. There are two possible reasons for the 
absence of periodic side peaks in global ACHs. First, nonoscil- 
latory periods, which were usually an order of magnitude longer 

FIG. 15. CTHs and cross-correlation of units recorded simul- 
taneously from the hand area of the motor cortex in both hemi- 
spheres. The monkey used both hands to search for raisins in a 
box outside its visual field. CTHs revealed strong synchroniza- 
tion of units with LFP oscillations (top Zefr). Cross-correlation 
of the unit activity in the left hemisphere referenced to that in 
the right revealed synchronization of units during periods of LFP 
oscillations (bottom left). If unit triggers for cross-correlation 
were from periods outside LFP oscillations, no significant corre- 
lation was detected (bottom right). 

than oscillatory periods and contributed more spikes, tended to 
“wash out” the side peaks in ACHs. Second, the frequency 
of oscillations could vary from one episode to the next, so the 
superposition of different frequencies further tended to flatten 
secondary ACH peaks. 

CTHs indicated that units tended to spike -3 ms before 
the negative peak of LFPs. In some network simulations 
of oscillatory mechanisms, inhibitory neurons tend to fire 
~90’ out of phase with respect to excitatory neurons (Free- 
man 1968). Such a population of inhibitory neurons should 
fire at times distributed around 11 ms (assuming the princi- 
pal peak at -3 ms to represent excitatory cells). The distri- 
bution of time shifts in the present study was largely uni- 
modal, with a peak near -3 ms (Fig. 5). Assuming this 
model is applicable, the absence of a distinct earlier peak 
could reflect the recording bias against inhibitory neurons, 
owing to their smaller size and closed dendritic morphol- 
ogy. Moreover, the recurrent inhibition necessary to sus- 
tain oscillations could be provided by relatively few inhibi- 
tory neurons with sufficiently divergent connections. It is 
also possible that oscillations could be generated with neg- 
ligible phase shifts between inhibitory and excitatory neu- 
rons, as suggested by other simulations (Bush and Sejnow- 
ski 1996; Jefferys et al. 1996). 
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FIG. 16. Distribution of peak latency (A ) , normalized peak (B) , and 
MPl ( C) for units recorded bilaterally. Single and multiple units were 
pooled owing to small sample size and absence of obvious differences. 

The extent to which spikes were modulated with LFP 
oscillations was characterized by the RMA. RMA values for 
neurons with phase shifts close to zero were higher than 
those for neurons with greater phase shifts. There were also 
more neurons with phase shifts closer to zero. These two 
observations are consistent with a model of interconnected 
neurons, whose cooperative effect would tend to cause 
strong synchronization of the neurons. In such a network, a 
large number of neurons would have phase shifts close to 

TABLE 1. Task relation and synchronization 

zero with respect to their population average (equivalent to 
the LFP). 

Mechanisms generating zero-delay synchronization across 
large cortical distances 

Cross-correlations between pairs of units indicated that 
synchronization could occur with negligible delay even 
when units were separated by up to 20 mm ipsilaterally. 
Moreover, units recorded bilaterally in the motor cortex hand 
areas became synchronized with negligible delays. Nonperi- 
odic synchronization between proximate neurons ( <2 mm) 
in the motor cortex of monkeys has been studied previously 
(Kwan et al. 1987; Smith 1989). Common inputs from the 
major subcortical source, the ventrolateral thalamic nucleus, 
may explain central CCH peaks. Single thalamic afferents 
to the sensorimotor cortex have multiple arborization foci 
covering tangential distances of 56 mm (DeschEnes and 
Hammond 1980; Shinoda and Kakei 1989). In addition to 
thalamic inputs, cortical neurons get up to 70% of their 
inputs from other cortical neurons (reviewed by White 
1989). Therefore it seems reasonable to expect that cortico- 
cortical connections play a significant role in widespread 
synchronization. Cortical inputs to the motor cortex have 
been traced to the somatosensory areas, premotor area, sup- 
plementary motor area, and parietal areas (Jones and Wise 
1977; Tokuno and Tanji 1993). Intrinsic connections within 
the motor cortex, both within-column and long-range hori- 
zontal axon collaterals of pyramidal neurons, also provide 
many of the inputs to motor cortical neurons (Ghosh and 
Porter 1988; Huntley and Jones 1991; Keller 1993; Matsu- 
mura et al. 1996). Although such monosynaptic connections 
between neurons provide a mechanism for synchronization, 
they are inadequate to explain the widespread periodic syn- 
chronization that occurs preferentially during oscillations. 
Clearly, if large groups of neurons become synchronized 
during oscillations, any pair of neurons need not be synchro- 
nized by inputs from common presynaptic neurons. 

Oscillatory activity could synchronize cells with minimal 
delays even over large cortical distances. Theoretical studies 
have suggested that zero-delay synchronization is possible 

Percent Synchronized n Peak Latency, ms Normalized Peak, 5% 

Precentral-precentral pairs 
Task-related units at: 

Neither site 
One site 
Both sites 

Precentral-postcentral pairs 
Task-related units at: 

Neither site 
One site 
Both sites 

Bilateral pairs 

44 7/M 1.1 + 9.5 1 1.6 + 10.8 
51 20/39 1.6 + 13.4 13.9 2 9.0 
59 33156 -2.0 t 14.7 14.4 k 12.6 

33 l/3 4.0 33.7 
60 315 -5.7 + 9.2 10.3 + 4.9 
33 5115 0.2 + 6.7 16.8 + 12.3 

Task-related 
Both sites 

units at: 
52 22142 0.2 + 8.0 9.9 2 7.6 

hi 
Values for peak latency 

stogram/total pairs tested. 
and normalized peak are means 2 SD; n is number of pairs with synchronization in oscillation-selected cross-correlation 
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even with significant and variable conduction delays, if neu- 
ronal firing is oscillatory ( Konig and Schillen 199 1) . This 
is because the interspike interval is relatively constant for 
oscillatory firing patterns. The entrained spikes would be 
followed by an afterhyperpolarization during which synaptic 
inputs would be relatively ineffective in triggering spikes; 
instead, spikes would be more likely to occur at the end of 
this relatively silent period. Such burst-pause behavior might 
be enhanced by some cortical neurons that are intrinsically 
capable of generating bursts (Connors and Gutnick 1990; 
Llinas et al. 1991; Nufiez et al. 1992). In support of this 
hypothesis, it has been shown that long-range synchroniza- 
tion is usually accompanied by oscillatory activity in the 
visual cortex ( K&-rig et al. 1995 ) . Our results are compatible 
with this hypothesis, because correlation features were pres- 
ent only for spikes selected during oscillatory episodes. 

Synchronization was also observed between bilaterally re- 
corded units. The companion paper shows that LFP oscilla- 
tions could become synchronized when the monkey made 
bimanual manipulations as well as unimanual ones (Murthy 
and Fetz 1996), Units in the motor cortex are commonly 
activated during movements of contralateral limbs, although 
some units also discharge with ipsilateral movements (Tanji 
et al. 1988). In the present data, the unimanual movements 
were not accompanied by sufficient numbers of spikes in 
ipsilateral cortex to calculate bilateral CCHs. Nevertheless, 
ipsilateral neurons sustained sufficient subthreshold mem- 
brane potential fluctuations to generate the LFP oscillations. 
When units in the two hemispheres were coactivated during 
bimanual manipulations, they could become synchronized 
with near-zero delays during oscillatory episodes, suggesting 
that synchronization of spikes could be used to organize 
specific patterns of activity required for coordinated control 
of both limbs. The most likely anatomic substrate mediating 
bilateral synchrony is the callosal projection (Jenny 1979; 
Jones 1986; Roullier et al. 1994). In the visual cortex, sec- 
tioning of the corpus callosum abolished synchronization of 
oscillations between areas 17 of the two hemispheres (Engel 
et al. 199 1 a; Munk et al. 1995). It seems likely that synchro- 
nization between the motor cortex of the two hemispheres 
is also mediated by callosal projections, although strong syn- 
chronization between thalamic afferents to the two hemi- 
spheres could also synchronize neurons in the two motor 
cortices. As seen with the ipsilateral pairs, bilateral unit syn- 
chronization was restricted to periods of LFP oscillations, 
further supporting the idea that oscillations could represent 
an efficient mechanism for generating synchrony over long 
distances. 

Synchrony is probably not essential for sensorimotor 
association 

A principal hypothesis regarding cortical oscillations has 
been that synchronization represents a temporal code used 
by populations of neurons involved in a common global 
function. Such temporal synchronization in the visual cortex 
is postulated to solve the binding problem, and there is good 
evidence to support this view (E&horn et al. 1988; Engel 
et al. 1991a,b, 1992; Gray et al. 1989; Konig et al. 1995; 
Singer 1994). One could consider the analogous issue of 

coordinating sensorimotor cortex cells that generate complex 
movements involving multiple muscles and joints. The 
mechanisms by which neurons in different representation 
zones interact to produce coordinated movements remain 
largely unclear. Synchronous oscillations might provide a 
means of associating neurons that are coactivated during 
movement and define a functional neuronal ensemble. This 
hypothesis would predict that neurons whose activity must 
be coordinated during a sensorimotor task would have a 
greater tendency to be synchronized. We tested this by de- 
fining task relation broadly as any modulation of firing rate 
during free manipulatory limb movements. Using this crite- 
rion, we found that synchronization occurred slightly less 
often for precentral pairs with only one or neither unit task 
related than for pairs with both units task related. However, 
this difference was not statistically significant, indicating that 
the relation between synchronization and task modulation, if 
any, is more subtle. In particular, many neurons that were 
not task related nevertheless became synchronized during 
oscillatory episodes. 

Possible consequences of coherent oscillations 

An important aspect of the binding hypothesis is that tem- 
poral synchrony could provide a mechanism for coding ge- 
stalt or global relationships independently of rate coding of 
response features by individual neurons. It was therefore of 
interest to determine whether the occurrence of oscillations 
alters the average firing rates of neurons, in addition to im- 
posing a temporal patternon their spikes. If oscillatory activ- 
ity mediated temporal binding independently of rate coding, 
the occurrence of oscillations should not disrupt the average 
firing rates. In fact, we found that during oscillations firing 
rates were clamped to a relatively narrow range. When the 
discharge rate before the oscillatory episode was higher than 
a certain value, the mean rate during the episode was re- 
duced, and vice versa. This behavior can be understood in 
terms of the cell’s response to two types of synaptic inputs: a 
continuously modulated drive that determines the modulated 
firing rate and a quasisinusoidal drive during oscillatory epi- 
sodes that entrains spikes near the cycle peaks (cf. Baldissera 
et al. 1984 for motoneurons). Even if the oscillatory input 
provides no net synaptic depolarization, it can tend to clamp 
the mean rate. When the background rate is low, the oscilla- 
tory drive can raise the mean rate because of the enhanced 
efficacy of transient synchronous depolarization (Murthy 
and Fetz 1994; Reyes and Fetz 1993). When the background 
rate is high, the synchronous depolarizations raise the peak 
rates into a saturation range in which firing is limited by 
refractory mechanisms, thus reducing the overall net rate 
(Bernander et al. 1994; Murthy and Fetz 1994). In addition, 
any inhibitory component of the oscillatory synaptic input 
has an enhanced effect when superimposed on the excitatory 
drive generating high rates, and has relatively less effect 
during periods of lower firing rates. The fact that oscillatory 
input clamps the mean rate to a value that is typical of that 
unit outside the oscillations indicates that the excitatory and 
inhibitory effects tend to balance. Thus, on average, the 
oscillatory input would be neutral with respect to the modu- 
lated drive that controls firing rate. 
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